TEST SCENARIO
Use Case Reference

Test Scenario ID Flow Chart Diagram

Description

TS_L001

When the correspondent Evaluation committee chairman with the two
committee member's credential has been given, then system will be allowed
to sign in. Otherwise, Sign in should not be happened.
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1.4.1. Use Case# 6: Legal TS_GN001
Evaluation of Bid for Goods
and Works

When the corresponding Evaluation committee chairman and two member
member's succesfully log into the system, then this page will be opened with
multiple tabs. The "Test of Legality tab" will be highlighted in Red and that
will be the the only accessible tab for the user then.
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1.4.2. Use Case# 7:
TS_GN002
Completeness Test of Bid for
Goods and Works

The user can click on any bidders name and then a popup opens where user
can select between the options "Compiled" / "Not Compiled" and then can
Save or Cancel. When the user select options against each criteria and
complete the process for all the bidders, then he can click on Next to
navigate to the next tab i.e. namely "Test of Completeness".
When the corresponding Evaluation committee chairman with the
committee members complete the "Test of Legality" tab, then the "Test of
Completeness" tab will be opened and highlighted in Red. This will be the
the only accessible tab for the user then.
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The user can click on any bidders name and then a popup opens where user
can select between the options "Compiled" / "Not Compiled" and then can
Save or Cancel. When the user select options against each criteria and
complete the process for all the bidders, then he can click on Next to
navigate to the next tab i.e. namely "Technical Test".
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1.4.3. Use Case# 8:
TS_GN003
Technical Evaluation of Bid
for Goods and Works

When the corresponding Evaluation committee chairman and the members
complete "Test of Completeness" tab, then this page will be opened, where
"Technical Test" will be opened and highlighted in Red. This will be the the
only accessible tab for the user then.
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1.4.4. Use Case# 9:
Commercial Evaluation of
Bid for Goods and Works

Description

TS_GN004
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1.4.5. Use Case# 10:
TS_GN005
Numerical Evaluation of Bid
for Goods and Works
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The user can click on any bidders name and then a popup opens where user
can select between the options "Compiled" / "Not Compiled" / "Minor
Difference" and then can Save or Cancel. If user selects ""Minor Difference"
option then (s)he has to enter a loading amount on the loading field. When
the user select options against each criteria and complete the process for all
the bidders, then he can click on "Generate Technical Report" button and
then (s)he can click on the "Send to PE Chief" button. The technical report
will be sent to PE Chief for approval and teh system will route the user to
his/her home page.
Evaluation committee will evaluate that each bidder is commercially
responsive or not? In Commercial tab, on clicking the bidder name, a
commercial test window will be opened up where committee has to selet
complied/not complied/minor difference. For "minor difference" ,
committee can give some loading amount. On complition of commercial
evaluation process committee should be able to move to the next tab
"Evaluated Price".
"Evaluated Price" tab will show the "quoted price", overall technical loading,
overall commercial loading for each bidder. Here, Committee can put Gross
& Cross Discount where applicable. Then system will calculate "Final
evaluate price" adjusting with gross and cross discount. On clicking the
"Evaluation Ranking" button, system will show the bidder's rank based on
the final evaluated price.
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1.4.7. Use case # 12:
TS_GN006
Qualification Evaluation of
Bid for Goods and Works

Description
When the corresponding Evaluation committee chairman and the members
complete "Evaluated Price" tab, then "QualificationTest" will be opened and
highlighted in Red. This will be the the only accessible tab for the user then.
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The most eligible (Lowest bid i.e.Rank 1) bidder from the Evaluated Price
tab will be displayed here. If this bidder passes Qualification test , then the
Final Report is generated and send to PE Chief for approval. But if the
bidder fails the qualification test, then the system will dispaly an alert and
then the next eligible bidder will be displayed on this page again the
qualification test is done for this bidder. This process goes on untill a bidder
passes qualification test.

